
Ontario Expands Workplace Enforcement Campaigns
Province Expands Workplace Inspection Campaign

The Ontario government is expanding the current workplace inspection campaign. Following last week's 
big-box store blitz, provincial offences officers will be now be visiting an expanded range of workplaces 
across Ontario to educate and ticket businesses that are not complying with COVID-19 health and 
safety requirements. Starting today, more than 300 officers will be supporting these blitzes, and will be 
visiting a variety of workplaces that are allowed to be open during the provincial shutdown such as: 
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Retail establishments, including big-box stores
Restaurants providing take-out meals
Essential service-sector establishments (such as gas stations)
Farming operations

Over this past weekend a team of ministry inspectors, as well as local bylaw and police officers, visited 
240 big-box stores across the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area. These efforts also build on the 
province's recently announced "Stay Safe All Day" campaign, which focuses workplace inspections in 
areas of high transmission such as break rooms. The campaign provides resource materials to 
employers and workers to promote safe behaviour before, during and after work.

The campaigns were developed in consultation with local health units and support Ontario's COVID-19 
provincewide shutdown. The length of the campaigns can range from a few days to several weeks, 
depending on local circumstances. Inspectors are also visiting farming operations across the province, 
focusing on locations that employ temporary foreign workers to ensure that health and safety laws are 
followed and that measures are in place to prevent the spread of COVID-19. 

Corporations can be now be fined $1,000 for failing to comply with the orders under the Reopening 
Ontario (A Flexible Response to COVID-19) Act and the Emergency Management and Civil Protection 
Act. All individuals, including employees and patrons, can also be fined $750 for failing to comply with 
orders under the acts. 

Please click here for more information. 
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